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Tw o n e w m e m b e r s f o r V i c t o r i a
Despite the massive downturn in work
across the industry due to the Covid-19
lockdown in Victoria, two forward thinking
businesses have chosen to join Car Craft.
Essendon Panels and Unique Collision have
decided that the Car Craft offering is a key
part of their future directions.
The owner of Essendon Panels, Michelle
Ferbrache said that in considering joining
Car Craft that “the group displays similar
vision and values regarding the future
of the automotive repair industry”. She
went on to say, “I’m keen to contribute
and learn from the Car Craft Community”.
Moving to the automotive industry,
Michelle’s previous career as an aviation
safety investigator brings a new and fresh
approach to the industry.
Michelle sites continuous improvement of
her staff and business as key focuses for her
future relationship with Car Craft.
Unique Collision in the Melbourne Suburb
of Huntingdale has also decided the time
is right to join Car Craft. Manager Craig
Patterson noted, “joining is more a long
term plan and the way the industry is
heading this feels like a good fit to align
with like minded repairers”. Craig has been
in the industry since 1988 and has had
experience with another prominent smash
repair group in Victoria.
While considering the future Craig noted
the value of being part a network and
the advantage it provides in sharing
knowledge. Business owner, Daamon
Manouguian also bring 25 years industry
experience to the table, which adds greatly
to the body of knowledge coming together
in Victoria.
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N e w S i g n i n g s fo r C a r C r a f t
NSWSR and Queensland
New Members for NSW Southern Region

New Members for Queensland

Starting with the Canberra region there have
been 3 more shops join the group, and with
2 of them regional it means even more for
the reach of Car Craft.

With respect of Car Craft Queensland there
has also been 2 more shops join, and both
of them in the Northern Region. David Taylor
Spraypainting in Townsville and Tiger Smash
Repairs in Hervey Bay.

Specialty Paint Repairs at Orange have
joined, and Neil and Beth said that they
saw Car Craft as an opportunity to grow
their business in a regional area and are
looking forward to networking with like
minded people.
Northside Panel and Paint in Canberra
have also joined. After recently attending
a meeting with the Car Craft NSWSR Board
Lucy said ”she just felt at home”, so to have
someone with the business acumen of Lucy
is a great asset to the group.
The last one for the region is Jindabyne
Crash Repairs which has been taken over
again by Nikki Tonini from Cooma Crash
and it just made sense to him to add his
second shop.

David Taylors is a very well know shop in the
area and is run by Clinton Taylor, a second
generation shop. Clinton did his homework for
quite some time before committing to joining
the group, and had this to say in response to
why he joined. “Car Craft will offer us a platform
to stay at the leading edge of the industry so
that we can improve our business and better
serve our customers in our region.”
Tiger Smash, while being relatively new in
town is an innovative and growing business
located in the heart of the Hervey Bay business
precinct. Jason Willis the proprietor has been in
the trade for over 25 years and was looking for
something to assist him in getting to that next
level and said that ”Our values and visions align
with those of Car Craft to deliver a high quality
repair and customer service”.
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JVS

BODYWORKS
Car Craft SA has welcomed Jason &
Tracey Gordon from JVS Bodyworks in
Renmark to the group, its newest shop
from the Riverland Region in South
Australia.
They have been in business for over 5
years, running a very organised and
efficient workshop with a vision to
continually grow and maintain a
successful and highly reputable mid-size
smash repair facility for the future.
Jason & Tracey value becoming part of
Car Craft SA with access to high level
training, networking and involvement in
the network.
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Cappa Motor bodies has got
the South East covered
Cappa Motor bodies is located in
Naracoorte in the heart of the
Limestone coast in South Australia. It’s
about a 3 and a half hour drive from
Adelaide and the area is famous for it’s
Coonawarra Wine region.
Managing director Tony Capelluti has
built an amazing workshop and has
managed to get a reputation around
Australia for vehicle modifications. In
particular for their chassis extensions to
200 series Landcruiser wagons into
versatile cab utilities.
Tony recently had a Pan truck booth
and new paint mixing room installed by
Neil and his team. They helped him in
trouble shooting a few issues previously
had with an imported prep bay.
Basically, Tony had learnt his lesson that
you need back up of someone in
Australia.
A B-double arrived at work 7.30am on a
Monday, and Neil and his team worked
10 hour days for 12 days straight with
minimal disruption to the workshop.
Cappa Motor Bodies also installed
Octoral in February 2020 and Tony has
been particularly impressed with the
support and service provided,
considering distance from Adelaide and
recent Covid restrictions.
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Car Craft NSW
Central Board
Fo r m e d
All shareholders of the recently
established Car Craft NSW Central Group
attended the inaugural meeting of the
group on Tuesday August 18, 2020.
In taking on the role of Chairman, Darren
Myers said, it is a great honour to chair
this group in its first year of operation.
There is a lot of work ahead of us and
clearly, we wish to grow the business
with the right people in the right areas.
We have an excellent cross section of
businesses and skills on our Board and
these together with the excellent
reputation Car Craft has established will
greatly assist us meeting that objective.

Advanced Auto mo ti ve
Cal ib ration S er v i ce
In early February, Car Craft WA was just rolling
out its Advanced Calibration Service the first of
its kind as the Covid lockdown hit in March of
this year. The mobile service is initially offered
as a benefit to Car Craft members. Barry Liddle
is the technical wizard behind the service.
He’s a first class mechanic with a background
in motorsport including as technical support
in the World Rally Championships and for
Australian Motorsport teams.
His last gig was with a windscreen replacement
company and while he was with them set
up their recalibration department. He is
invigorated by the challenges each new model
presents for ensuring all the ADAS systems are
restored to factory settings. “It’s a constantly
evolving business. New equipment keeps

arriving from Hella Gutmann in Germany. We
have a great relationship with Steve Cook
at Hella Gutmann Australia and between
us work out how to get the best out of the
new equipment. It’s been challenging over
the national and Melbourne lockdown - we
connect over Zoom and collaborate - two
brains are better than one.”
Liddle says there is a still a need for more
education - there is still an impression that
it’s only the prestige vehicles that have ADAS
systems when so many ‘Mum and Dad’ cars
such as Hyundai, Kia and Fords are loaded with
sensors, radars and cameras. There is still a
misconception that if no fault shows up on
the pre-scan that there’s no need for
recalibration.

Myers also wished to thank Garry Maher
for all of his from the inception of Car
Craft NSW Central. Garry has been
heavily involved and will continue to
work on projects such as ICAR Training,
SOP Sub Committee and the Car Craft
Strategic Plan.
I’d also like to thank Peter McMahon and
Darren Curry for their guidance and
expertise in getting a group like this
established.
Chairman, Darren Myers – Len Hollis
Repair Facility
Vice Chairman, Patrick Melograna - SR
Autobody
Directors;
Jason Hornsby – Callaghan Collision
Centre
Matt Perkins – Cary Panel Beating
Garry Maher – L&M Smash Repairs
Darren Templeton – (Board Member Car
Craft WA) - Non Executive Director
Darren Curry - Manager
Peter McMahon General Manager and
Company Secretary

Jason’s New Clean Dream Machine
Jason Hornby of Callaghan Collision Centre
continues to look for business improvements
for his already impressive repair facility in the
Sydney suburb of Miranda.
His latest edition is a Washtec Easywash car
wash machine. We asked Jason what he
thought of the new investment and he quickly

responded ……”8 minutes!” That’s all it takes
to wash a car now pre or post repairs.
Jason acknowledges you do need the space,
but running the numbers has shown a
significant wage saving and substantial time
savings. The machine washes and dries the
vehicle and is a key aspect of streamline his
repair facility approach.
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“Our alignment with Octoral could not have gone smoother. The support we received in installation, training
and introducing the correct processes to match the new system was second to none.
We are currently two months into using Octoral and have had continual positive feedback. The product is far
superior and competitively priced compared to the premium product we were previously using.
We have found the basecoat is fast drying and very user-friendly, colours are as good as any other system on
the market and the clears are awesome with outstanding gloss retention.
In hindsight we should have changed earlier.”
-Steve Davies, Founder of Northside Smash Repairs Queensland

Yo u n g G u n s
Mental Health Awareness Program

Car Craft WA held a meeting of the group’s
younger business owners and managers or
the next generation of Car Craft. This Young
Guns program’s goals are to network, unify
and offer support to one another. The group
meets bimonthly in a variety of locations from
Member workshops, Car Craft WA Head Office,
and various social locations across Perth.
For August’s meeting Business Development
Manager Darren Woodward presented a
mental health awareness information session.
The session outlined risk factors, proactive
measures and definitions of anxiety and
depression in the workplace that we all need
to be able to identify. The evening was an
informative way for the Young Gun members
to gain confidence and the means to
approach toolbox meetings in a proactive
and supportive way when discussing mental
health in their own workplaces.
Car Craft’s Young Guns program serves as a
vital cog in maintaining support for the
present and future leaders of our industry.
The organisations dedication of promoting a
family orientated environment with many
avenues of support within its member group
illustrates why Car Craft is the preferred
choice for over 100 independently owned
businesses across Australia.

Ti p - H o w t o b e c o m e f l u e n t i n s o c i a l m e d i a !
Well, at least now you do! ‘Creator Studio’ has
been around since 2018 but the mobile app
was only launched in February this year which
has made even easier!
Using this app will give you the ability to access
your page content from anywhere you need to.

Do you find it difficult to post regularly on
social media? And to make matters worse you
have both Facebook and Instagram meaning
you have to post the same thing twice?
What if I was to tell you there was an easy
to use, free tool which can be used on both
desktop and mobile? Now you’re wondering
why you haven’t heard of it?

The way that I would recommend for you to
use this would be to take as many photos and
videos of jobs in progress, completed jobs,
before and afters and anything that is going on
inside the business during the week.
The next step is to set aside some time where
you can schedule all the posts for social media.
Doing it all at once will make it a lot easier for
you to be consistent and be regularly active on
social media.

Just make sure you set aside the time as this
is where many people go wrong and neglect
doing it.
Get the Apple App at https://apps.apple.
com/us/app/creator-studio-from-facebook/
id1487523386
Get the android app at https://play.google.
com/store/apps/details?id=com.facebook.
creatorstudio&hl=en
Lee Anderson
leeanderson@maxmyprofit.com.au
Digital Marketing Guru
Max My Profit
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To t a l H a i l
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TEL: 1300 04HAIL

CARL + 0418 796 378
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The wheels keep turning
Thanks to continued support, Wheels for Hope
helps 44 WA families with safe and reliable
wheelchair accessible transport for medical
and therapy appointments, education and
to access family and community events. Our
vans can be seen as far north as Geraldton and
down south to Albany…and everywhere in
between.

vehicles, but also make the quoting and repair
process simple and seamless for our small
organisation. We thank those members who’ve
helped put our vans back on the road, as good
as new.

We have been excited to welcome three new
families so far in 2020– and we have two more
vehicles ready to go to families in the next few
weeks.
We welcomed Oscar in Secret Harbour, Phoebe
in Australind and most recently our first family
in Collie when we handed over a van to Noah
and his family. The ability to change lives for
these families through something as simple as
transport is the reason the Foundation started
and continues to go from strength to strength.
We are extremely grateful to the ongoing
support from the Car Craft Group who have
been assisting the Foundation through a
generous donation and with the repair of
our vehicles since the Foundation began 11
years ago. Not only do the Car Craft members
continue to provide high quality repairs to our

Cha rity Golf Day

Total Hail Solutions has again had a
very successful year with a number of
hailstorms across the country since
October 2019. The guys have been
busy in Adelaide, Perth, Melbourne,
Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast, Brisbane,
Wollongong and will be still be
working in Canberra until the end
of Sept, plus doing a short stint in
Mackay. The work behind the scenes
has been immense to co-ordinate
these events.
Everyone who has been involved
from the Management team,
the Accounts staff and the PDR
Technicians are looking forward to
a well earned rest before the next
storm season starts.

Four-Year-Old Oscar and mum Lindsey in
their Wheels for Hope Van
Oscar suffers from a number of complex
medical conditions associated with a CDLK5
deficiency disorder and a Vision Disorder .He is
unable to walk or crawl.
Currently Oscar is under 12 specialists and
travels to the Children’s Hospital 3-4 times
per week. Oscar also travels to Visibility in
Victoria Park twice monthly as well as regular
Hydrotherapy sessions.

Joondalup Country
Club, Country Club

Car Craft Members continue
to strive for the top
Car Craft Group Member Karratha
Panel and Paint have achieved AMBRA
Shop Grading level two, and their
achievement is nothing short of
incredible, considering where the team
are up in the northern region of WA and
running an incredible busy business,
where not only is it sometimes difficult
to get skilled staff but also battling the
odd cyclone or two, Jerome and Trudi
have found time to get their AMBRA
Shop Grading completed.
Len Hollis Repair Facility’s Darren
Myers knows the key to his success in
achieving AMRA Shop Grading is his
commitment to training, and having
invested in ICAR Gold Class many years
ago has made his latest achievement a
whole easier.
After becoming one of the early
adopters to Car Craft’s move into the
Sydney Metro market Myers knew
that going for the industry approved
accreditation was part of the deal, the
Car Craft Group adopted the industries
national accreditation program from
inception has made it part of its
policies for the national network.
Darren said ‘ after meeting all the
requirements, which the training
is probably the longest part of the
journey we were eager to get the guys
at MTA NSW through to carry out the
audit and they made it pretty straight
forward’ ,
Car Craft General Manager Peter
McMahon said ‘ the group is a great
believer in the AMBRA Shop Grading
and have for many years been at the
forefront of the program assisting in
its promotion across the country and
will continue to support AMBRA Shop
Grading as the benchmark minimum
standard for our industry, and it has
been great to see companies such
as Subaru and Holden’s Collision
Network including it as part of their
accreditation which has seen other
large automotive organisations start to
look at rolling it into their businesses’.

Te ch Co r n e r -

Wh a t i s B LU E - P R I N T I N G ?
The design, layout, specifications, materials,
required equipment and time requirements
for everything and anything required to carry
out just about any project!
•

A builder would not consider starting a
project without a blueprint they need
to know the nuts and bolts of every
operation, who will be responsible for
particular areas of the build and how it
will all come together.

•

Would we build a race engine without a
Blueprint?

One comparison said it was like driving and
taking a fast corner. Slow down going in and
accelerate out!

New ADAS
Business
in Q ueensland

If we are going to do Estimate Blueprinting,
slow down the beginning of the process,
gather all the correct information, do
a proper dismantle checking parts and
arranging all necessary timing of Sublet’s.
This allows the Tech’s increased touch-time
on the job, less time waiting for parts and
supplement authorities. This makes the exit
of the car from the facility smooth and quick.
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s) are
designed by individual shops to suit their
business style.
The “Blueprint Process” creates the Repair
Plan. Supplements for labour and parts can
be finalised and sent for authorisation before
the vehicle is sent for refinishing. There
will be occasions where some sublet items
cannot be performed till final fit-up.

The aim is to have all paperwork in order so
the repair invoice can be sent soon as the
vehicle leaves the facility.
I-CAR has a live course BLU01. For the best
results a Panel Shop Owner / Estimator and
at least two leading Technicians do the
course together. It will take a group effort to
understand and turn theory into reality.
Other courses to improve Estimator skills are
now available:
•

ES045L01 – The Art & Science of
Estimating

•

ES030L01 – Co-ordinate the Repair
Process

•

PM120L01 – Synchronising Workflow
through Team Communication

The number one cause of road traffic accidents
is human error.
Vehicles are continually becoming more
advanced.
The way that we drive is constantly changing.
Consumer demand and changing legislation
are driving growth in ADAS technology.
ADAS Solutions Australia as the first dedicated
ADAS facility in Queensland, with mobile
technicians, Internationally accredited training
and equipment sales, ADAS Solutions Australia
are the complete ADAS Solution.
Covering SE Queensland and with 95%
vehicle coverage they hosted their first ever
ADAS presentation exclusively for Car Craft
Queensland and it was well attended with
just over 30 were in attendance to learn more
about ADAS.
ADAS Solutions Australia can be contacted in
Queensland on 07 3547 3937
service@adassolutions.com.au
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Car Craft would like to thank these sponsors for
their support of the National Directors Conference

Australia and
New Zealand
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